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In spite of the general obligation of military service which
still remained in force, conscription was by no means the
rule.   The sons of soldiers and the rural population were
particularly liable to conscription; but the landowners could
pay a contribution in money instead of the recruits which
they were bound to send from the coloni on their domains.
Thus recruits were enrolled mainly by voluntary enlistment;
in that way many foreigners (barbarfy especially Germans,
were procured for the army, so that the word barb art could
actually be used for soldiers in the language of the people.
Foederati were compact divisions under their own leaders
raised from tribes which were bound by treaty to supply
soldiers.   It was only the closing of the frontiers by Attila
which compelled the Eastern Government to mobilize once
again its own forces.   When there was a fresh influx of
Germans, Leo I tried to provide a counterbalancing force by
using the Isaurians from Asia Minor, who formed later one
of the picked regiments of the Empire.   But as long as
mercenaries were available they were always the main sup-
port of the army.   The buccellarii, named after a kind of
baked food, perhaps the soldiers' biscuit, played a special
part, which was often not without danger for the State; as
household troops of the general they formed the latter's
personal following, and were bound by an oath to serve their
master as well as the Emperor.  On account of their large
numbers they formed a prominent corps d* elite in Justinian's
expeditionary force. But they were a sign of the decline of
the Empire, inasmuch as their pay and equipment were left
to their master. The distribution of the army still remained
the same, except that the divisions of the comitatenses (arith-
moi or katalogoi} were called 'Roman soldiers' in the Greek
language of the day, in so far as they consisted of subjects of
the Empire. The troops which were named after their place
of origin, for instance the Isaurians or the Thracians, also
belonged to these divisions; and they were held in higher
esteem than the other * Roman' troops because of their
magnificent   fighting   powers.    Though   they   were   not
excluded from the ranks of the katalogoi^ yet, owing to then-
method of recruitment, they had much in common with the
foederatiy  whose   regiments   consisted   chiefly  of foreign

